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PP31 Hotmelt Packaging Tape. Easy to use on a
dispenser or by hand. Excellent adhesion to
recycled corrugated boxes.

3M Tartan Box Sealing Tape 369.
General purpose box sealing tape
for light-duty applications on a
wide range of materials. High
edge tear and split resistance.

PACKAGING TAPE

3M BOX TAPE

N340840051
N340840101
N034084481000B (25micron)
N340840050
N340840100
N340841000 (25micron)
N340840028 (28micron)

N034074369
N340740553

Buff                                    
Buff                                  
Buff                                      
Clear                                      
Clear                                
Clear                                
Clear

48mmx50m
48mmx100m
48mmx1000m
48mmx50m
48mmx100m
48mmx1000m
48mmx1000m 

Tartan
Transparent

48mm x990m
48mm x50m

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-

-
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General purpose tapes that make packaging
a breeze.
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Known as surface tape or
safety walk. An economical
solution to protect and
identify hazardous slip
areas on the ground such as
slippery ramps, steps or in
shopping centre walkways.

Multipurpose cloth tape.
Ideal for general sealing,
patching holes, packing
boxes and repairs. Excellent
moisture resistance and
easy tear.

ANTI-SLIP TAPE DUCT TAPE

Ideal for outdoor demarcation of areas, dividing
spaces, giving guidance and cornering off hazardous
or dangerous areas.

N01601875500
N01601875500B-CX

N042064501
N04401875500YW

N04401875

N160122448
N01608580Y

N02000102
N160221848
N160642812
N044057RW
N044057BY

N0010405B
N50456855

N010084201B
N010084204
N010084203
N100341446
N010084201
N010084303
N100842248

Red/White Stripe
Blue/White Stripe
Green/White Stripe
Yellow/White Stripe
Black/Yellow Stripe

75mmx500m

48mmx30m 48mmx25m
Red
Yellow
Blue
White
Black
Red White Chevron
Yellow Black Chevron

Black
Black Yellow

50mmx20m
50mmx5m

Black
Blue
Green
Red
White
Yellow
Silver

-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

BARRIER TAPE

Excellent adhesion to most
flooring surfaces. Ideal for
marking out hazards,
dividing spaces, creating
aisles, or providing
directions.

FLOOR TAPE

3

General tapes that get the job done!
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Take securing your foodstuffs to the next
level with these products.

Used to seal open containers of
food, allowing the food to stay
fresh and lock in the goodness

Easy to use mini-reel stretch 
 wrap dispenser for use with

100mm wide film.

Our plastic-based products cover
a large range of industry

requirements for both factory
and retail use. From freezer

plastic bags for domestic use to
heavy-duty thick plastic micron

bags.

Manufacturers prefer PVC shrink film
because it improves shelf life and is
less likely to experience problems
with blocking from unintended
exposure to heat or sunlight.

Reduce products falling off
unstable pallets.  Ensures stability
and lowers risk of damaging
goods. Pallet wrap can be fitted by
a wrapping machine or manually.

Single sided silent tape, designed
for colour coding and bag sealing.
These PVC tapes will seal your
customer's purchases
professionally, hygienically and
colourfully.

FOOD FILM

PLASTIC BAGS

PALLET WRAP

PVC SHRINK FILM

PVC BAG  TAPE

N00703820E
N00703820N

N0570841250W
N0570841250Y
N0570841250R

450mmx400m (20mic) 

12mmx50m 

Clear (Extended Core)
Clear (Normal Core)

White
Yellow
Red

-
-

-
-
-
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A high performing tape combining the
strength and durability of glass cloth with

the non-stick, chemical, and high heat
resistance of PTFE(Teflon).

APPLICATIONS:

AVAILABLE IN :

Release tape on heat sealing machines. 
Release tape on hotplate welding, shrink
wrap, blister and vacuum packing.
Baking sheets, tray linings.
Release agent in moulds.
Chute & hopper linings.

Roll dimensions: 50mm x 33m rolls.
Thickness: 3 Thou, 5 Thou and 10 Thou.
Plain or Adhesive backed.
Different sizing, sheets and belts can be
sourced upon request.

N42074549250x33m Brown --
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Convenient and creative ways to
display your products.

A tape carry handle is a flexible strip
of plastic film with an adhesive coated
side plus a non-adhesive carry area.
Display your brand. Drive more sales.
Reduce packaging costs and meet your
brand needs. Reduce damages to
products, customer complaints and
product return

Easy to use, adhesive hanging display tool.
Ideal for repairing pegged products or
hanging hard-to-display merchandise in
seconds.

Use these strip to display merchandise that
is usually hung on a hook. 

Cross-merchandising is a great way to
boost sales and provide convenience for
your customers and saving space.

CARRY HANDLES

HANG TABS MERCHANDISING STRIPS

N203425440
N203436440

N310902004B500
N031085200
N031085HT00100

25mmx440mm
36mmx440mm

1075 - 50.8mmx50.8mm (340micron) 
0013 - 48mmx35mm (200micron) 
0100 - 50mmx35mm (250micron)

-
-

-
-
-

Clear or White

Clear 
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Let your brand shine with these customisable offerings!

Custom printed tape helps your brand get
noticed and builds trust. No more worrying
about printing your name and logo on boxes,    
the tape protects your product against
pilfering and tampering and gets your
branding across in one stroke.  
Your tape can also carry messages like
"Fragile" or "Handle with care" or "Refrigerate
upon receiving" to make sure your products
are handled and stored correctly.

Available in Acrylic or Hotmelt.

CUSTOM TAPES

Product manufacturers use blank laser/thermal printer
labels which are easily customizable for labeling of
bottles, jars, drums and more. This will help get your job
done quickly and efficiently.

We offer many label types,
specifically designed for laser
printers that are suitable for
your use.

LASER PRINTED LABELS



Nutape is committed to serving you, our customers, as best as we can. If there
is a product not featured within this catalogue, please enquire with us.

102 Newton Road, Meadowdale,
Germiston, 1614

www.nutape.co.za
info@nutape.co.za

011 422 1538


